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• Spacecraft and instruments are healthy.
• Second extended mission at Ceres (XM2) 

approved in October 2017. 
• Dawn just reached its final orbit after a pause at 

an intermediate altitude to map Ceres’ southern 
hemisphere in Summer.  

• Primary mission data archive is complete 
pending review of VIR L2 maps; all extended 
mission data have been delivered for review.

• Mission operations expected to end late 2018.





• Science objectives of the XM2 mission are to:
• Map the abundance of H, C, and Fe at the scale of regional units.
• Map distribution of species (e.g., clays, salts, carbonates) that host 

NH4 in the southern hemisphere.
• Image the floors of large craters to constrain processes driving 

cryomagmatism.
• Monitor solar energetic particle enhancements at Ceres in 

coordination with ground-based search for water vapor (outgassing). 
• Dawn just finished a ~6-week transfer to a low elliptical 

orbit of ~35 x 4000 km (altitude)
• Resonant orbit will target the longitude sector of Occator crater to 

obtain resolved GRaND observations, gravity, FC, and VIR
• Expect ~ 3 months of operations in low resonant orbit
• Dawn will remain in low elliptical orbit after hydrazine 

depletion



Comparison with geologic features

Expected Highest Resolution of GRaND 
Data in 3:1 elliptical orbit
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Ground track below 140 km altitude (0.3 body radii)
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• Five special issues in progress
– Geologic Mapping (Icarus), nearing completion 
– Compositional Mapping (Icarus), nearing completion
– Composition/Cross-cutting (MAPS), nearing 

completion
– Occator (Icarus), nearing completion
– Ceres Ground Ice (JGR), most papers submitted
– In press papers are all available online

• Plan to present XM2 results at EPSC, DPS, 
AGU
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(Carrozzo et al., Science Advances, 2018)

The visible and infrared mapping spectrometer on the Dawn spacecraft has mapped the
distribution of carbonate-rich sites on dwarf planet Ceres. Most of these carbonates were
produced as a result of aqueous alteration in Ceres’ early global ocean and accumulated in the
crust upon freezing. The carbonates were recently exposed via small impacts, landslides, or
geological activity, indicating that those materials are common in Ceres’ crust.

Left: Map of carbonate-rich 
sites on Ceres. Their varying 
compositions point to crustal 
heterogeneities.
Below: High carbonate 
content is found on the flanks 
of the cryovolcano Ahuna
Mons.
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Perspective view of Juling Crater – a 12-mile (20-km) diameter crater located at 35ºS.

NASA’s Dawn spacecraft tracked ice content on the northern wall of Ceres’ Juling crater over a
6-month period in 2016 – the first detection of surface variability at Ceres. Observations with
the visible and infrared mapping spectrometer revealed the abundance of ice increasing from
just over 9 to 14% over that period. This change is attributed to water vapor, produced by ice
sublimating from the crater floor and adjacent glacier, adhering to the cold shadowed north
wall. The phenomenon appears seasonal, driven by the changing solar flux as Ceres
approached its southern summer solstice over the period of these observations.

North Wall

Glacier

Image credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech/ UCLA/MPS/ DLR/IDA/ASI/INAF
Raponi et al., Science Advances, 2018)



Additional Imaging of Juling in May 2018 
Extends Ice Monitoring Baseline



Color mosaic of Dantu crater shows intermixed salts and fractures 
Visit http://dawn.jpl.nasa.gov.

Regular Posting of XM2 Images on Dawn Website

http://dawn.jpl.nasa.gov/


• Vesta data archive complete

• Ceres data archive is complete for Primary Mission 
– Ceres L2 band center/band depth maps and VIR L1C (de-

noise filter applied) will be reviewed at the same time as 
the remaining extended mission data 

• Extended Mission (XM1) data archive is complete 
through L2 except for VIR data 
– Completion is pending review of VIR XM03, XM04 files
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• XM1 science results in publication pipeline
– High-resolution data has revealed new evidence for 

cryovolcanism, ground and surface ice, and compositional 
variations

– Cosmic ray background data set collected in extended 
mission has resulted in an improved GRaND data set

• XM2 promises new understanding of Ceres origin, evolution 
and interior processes by observing in a low altitude elliptical 
orbit
– Elemental mapping at the scale of geological units
– High-resolution imaging and spectral mapping in a 

longitudinal sector encompassing Occator Crater



Stay tuned!

Occator Crater’s Eastern Rim 
from 44 km altitude
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